
MATH EXTENDED ESSAY

This summer I have t write an extended essay.I am very interested in the scientific side, especially writing one in math.
However, I am looking.

If you ruminate all over the place and have nothing at the end of Y5, you will have trouble. Because
procrastinating can destruct a potential good piece of work. You can make difficult results from simple topics
or take a difficult field that you had not yet learnt before. Energy Security: What are its Helps! Step 3: Draw
an outline and start your construction of each part The outline is important, it can clearly show you the
structure of your EE. If your supervisor does not want to help you at all, then good luck. So it all depends on
your own contribution and luck. Follow the rubrics. Step 4: Construct your essay carefully You should
construct each part of your essay carefully, because they are all linked and they are supposed to follow a
mathematical logic. You are cracking something others are hotly doing but were yet solved! Abuse and Dating
Violence Among Teenagers! Style and themes of Rosencrantz related to Waiting for Good! Government
Purchases: Expenditures of the Government Sector! Check every details in the essay, check cover page, check
content page, check page number, check the title, check everything. Empowerment of Feminine in Lord of the
Rings! Trust me, it will always be like that. I have experienced this first hand and it has brought me lots of
inconvenience, trouble and sleepless nights. An extended essay involves dedication, experimentation, critical
thinking and research. Your supervisor is there for you!!! If you have no progress, then your commitment will
be longer. Language of Physics and Measurement! The difficulty can be flexible. Conclusion 2 marks :
Conclusion has to be clearly stated. As shown in criteria G, you have to be consistent in the terms and symbols
used. Luck is important apart from hardwork. The essay clearly places the investigation in an academic
context. It is safe because there are only a few models that you will be able to touch and there are many
examples on each model. Most importantly, you can lie on the bed and do math. Your mind may be messy if
you are multitasking.


